Unofficial translation

Decision of the Independent Election Commission
No.

98- 1398

Subject:

The voting process of individuals whose names are
shown to have been “removed” on the BVV devices

Implementing authority:

IEC Secretariat

Date and venue of the meeting:

6 Mizan 1398 [September 28, 2019], IEC HQ

Members present

Ms. Hawa Alam Nuristani, Mr. Sayed Esmatullah Mal,
Mr. Musafir Qoqandi, Mr. Mawlana Mohammad
Abdullah, Mr. Awrangzeb, Mr. Mohammad Hanif
Danishyar, Ms. Rahima Zarifi, Mr. Ahmed Issack
Hassan, and Ms. Ivilina Verginova Aleksieva Robinson

the Independent Election Commission decided that:
1. The individuals with the VR Certificate whose names are not included in the print and digital
voters list, only when the BVV gives a message that "name of the person has removed", can vote
in the last PS, based on the VR Certificate at back of their Tazkira, according to procedures of
voting of staff and military designated to the PC. The name shall be written on the blank list of
voters and signed by monitors and observers. The matter shall be recorded in the journal.

2. If the VR Certificate referred to in paragraph (1) of this decision is entered in the device and if the
device gives a message that this "name does not exist and/or this name is repeated", the holder of
the VR Certificate does not enjoy the right to vote;

3. If during clearing off the biometric information in the server of the Commission's HQ, audit and/or
recount it is proven that the VR Certificate referred to in paragraph (1) of this decision was
removed from the VL due to justified reasons, the relevant votes lack validity and are invalidated.
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